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This report presents the first part of a study to implement convergence acceleration
techniques based on the multigrid concept in the Proteus computer code. The report
is in three sections. The first section presents a review of previous studies on the
implementation of multigrid methods in computer codes for compressible flow analysis.
The second section presents detailed stability analysis of upwind and central-difference
based numerical schemes for solving the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. The last
section presents results of a convergence study of the Proteus code on computational
grids of different sizes.
The results presented in this repo_ :_form the foundation for the implementation of







I : Review of Multigrid Methods for Compressible Flow Computation
Multiple grids were first proposed in the form of two-grid level schemes to accelerate
the convergence of iterative procedures by SouthweU (1935), Stiefel (1952), Federenko
(1961), amongst others. Full multiple grid methods were introduced for the Poisson
equation by Federenko (1964) and the approach was generalized by Bakhalov (1966)
to any second-order elliptic operator with continuous coefficients. Perhaps the most
influentia/work on the application of multigrid methods to elliptic type problems is the
paper by Brandt (1977) which also introduced the use of local mode analysis to determine
the smoothing rates of multigrid schemes. Multigrid acceleration was also successfully
apphed to the transonic potential fl0W equation, which is of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic
type, by South and Brandt (1976), Jameson (1979), McCarthy and Reyhner (1982), etc..
Most of the theory of the effectiveness of multigrid schemes pertained to problems with
some measure of eUipticity. However, Ni (1981) proposed a distributed correction
multigrid method based on an explicit scheme for solving the Euler equations in the
steady state. Convergence acceleratioh clue to the multigrid scheme was by at most
a factor of 5 which was worse than typical speedup factors in applications to elliptic
equations. Furthermore the scheme was only first-order accurate and was restricted to
a CFL number of one. Jameson (1983) proposed an explicit four-stage time stepping
multigrid algorithm for the steady-state Euler equations. The method was second-order
accurate and the limiting CFL number for stability was 2.6-2.8. The mechanism for
multigrid convergence acceleration to steady state in systems with little ellipticity is that
larger time steps can be taken on coarser grids, while still maintaining the same CFL
number, such that disturbances are more rapidly expelled through the boundaries. The





high frequency errors which must be rapidly damped if the scheme is to be effective. Thus
a requirement of any solution scheme tobe used successfully in a multigrid procedure is
that it rapidly dampens high frequency modes of the error.
Mulder presented a multigrid scheme to solve the two dimensional Euler equation with a
finite-volume method which used van Leer's flux-vector splitting for upwind differencing
and a symmetric Gauss-Siedel method as a relaxation scheme. Multigfid speedup factors
were roughly 9 and 6 for first-order and second-order accurate schemes, respectively.
Anderson et al. (1988) also found similar multigrid convergence acceleration rates in the
solution of three-dimensional Euler equations with flux-vector splitting and three different
approximate factorization schemes. Typically, 200-400 multigrid cycles were required
for convergence to the level of the truncation errors. An interesting result was that
although the three-factor spatially split factorization was stable only for CFL numbers
below 20, it produced the fastest multigrid convergence of all the schemes. This was
obtained at a CFL number of 7.
w
Jameson and Yoon (1986) presented finite-volume based multigrid methods for the 2-D
Euler equations using an ADI scheme with approximate factorization. The differential
operators were approximated with central differences with second and fourth-difference
artificial dissipation terms added for stability and convergence. It was found that implicit
fourth difference dissipation was required for efficient multigrid convergence. However,
this required the solution of a block pentadiagonal system which was more expensive
than the block tridiagonal system resulting from the use of implicit second-difference
dissipation. Compared with the single grid computation the multigrid speedup factor
(based on residual reduction) was about 8 in the former and 4 in the latter. Multigrid






fields, so that based on the buildup of the supersonic region, the speedup factors in the
study above were twice as large. The problem with the ADI scheme as a baseline solver
is that in three-dimensions, a three-factor split is required and linearized stability analysis
shows that this is only conditionally stable. To alleviate this problem 3ameson and Yoon
(1987) devised a multigrid method for 2-D Euler equations which used the lower-upper
(LU) factorized implicit scheme of Jameson and Turkel (1981) as the baseline solver.
Yokota and Caughey (1988) have developed a similar scheme for the calculation of
three-dimensional transonic flow through rotating cascades. The scheme has only two
factors and is unconditionally stable. It is indeed very similar to the flux-vector splitting
method based on the eigenvalue factored split investigated by Anderson et al. (1988).
Their finding that although the three-factored split (similar to ADD is only conditionally
stable, it prodded a better multigrid convergence rate than the unconditionally stable
eigenvalue split method (similar to LU), is noteworthy. However, one advantage of the
LU scheme is that it requires cheaper block-bidiagonal inversions compared with block-
tridiagonal or pentadiagonal inversions for an ADI scheme. The latter is necessary if
implicit fourth-difference dissipation terms are used for better accuracy and convergence.
Caughey (1988) demonstrated that block- pentadiagonal inversions in the ADI scheme
could be reduced to scalar pentadiagonal ones by using a local similarity transformation
to diagonaliz¢ the equations at each point. Thus, the computational work was reduced
by a factor of four, and the decoupled system had similar convergence characteristics
as the original one. Caughey and Iyer (1989) applied the scheme to solve the Euler
equations for a supersonic inlet flow and found that the multigrid speedup factor was
only 2.5, i.e., somewhat less than was found in transonic and subsonic flows. Yokota,





So far in this review, we have considered the application of multigrid methods to the Euler
equations or potential flow equations. Several applications to Navier-Stokes equations
for incompressible fluid flow have been reported (Vanka 1986, Philips et al. 1987,
Demuren 1989, Thompson and Ferziger i989, Demuren 1992). The relaxation schemes
in all these applications are pressure-based in contrast to time-stepping schemes more
common in compressible flow applications. Multigrid speedup in the range of a few
percent to factors of hundreds have been reported. It is likely that in the latter cases, the
baseline relaxation scheme did not have good convergence properties for the particular
applications. However, one of the attractions of the multigrid method is that a poor
single-grid solver may actually have good high frequency smoothing properties and thus
be an effective multigrid relaxation scheme. Ride (1989) presented a pressure-based
multigrid method for solving the Navier-Stokes equations over the range of flow speeds
encompassing both the compressible and the incompressible fluid flow. Himansu and
Rubin (1988) also presented a novel pressure-based multigrid method for the reduced
Navier-Stokes equations for compressibie and incompressible fluid flows. Apart from
the obvious difficulties of the treatment of viscous terms and the implementation of a
turbulence model, the solution of Navier-Stokes equations usually requires the clustering
of grids near walls in order to resolve the boundary layer, which often increases the
stiffness of the system of equations and slows down the convergence rate of many iterative
schema. Multigrid convergence acceleration also tended to degrade with increase in
Reynolds number. These difficulties fall under the category of problems with standard
multigrid methods classified by Brandt (1977) as due to the alignment of coefficients of












2-D or plane relaxations in 3-D in the direction of alignment, or to perform only semi-
coarsenig of the grids in one of the directions instead of the more usual full coarsening,
which should reduce the anisotropy of the coefficients. Himansu and Rubin (1988)
implemented some aspect of both strategies with some success. Mulder (1989) considered
the problem of alignment in somewhat more details and found that semi-coarsening in
one direction was inadequate to cure it. Rather, it must be used in several directions at
every grid level. Hence, in a 2-D problem two coarse grids are created for each finer grid,
which implies that the total number of grid points and hence the operation count would
be the same at each grid level. Such a scheme would negate one of the advantages of
the multigrid method, namely, that all the computational work in performing relaxations
on coarse grids was cheaper than comparable work on the finest grid. So he devised a
special procedure which ensured that on coarse grids, the total number of grids points was
reduced and less computational work was done. The resulting scheme was shown to be
efficient in resolving some flows with alignment, but it appears to be rather complicated
to implement, and it is doubtful that it will find its way into a general purpose computer
code anytime soon.
Implementation of the multigrid method in time-stepping solution schemes for the com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations appear to be straightforward extension of that for Euler
equations. Although, for the reasons given above, worse performance may be expected.
Chima, Turkel and Sehaffer (1987) compared implementations of three types of multi-
grid methods in explicit time-stepping multistage solution methods for Euler and Navier-
Stokes equations. They found the Full multigrid-FuU approximation storage (FMG-FAS)
method proposed by Bran& (1977) to be the most efficient producing speedup factors





2.1 in the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. Multigrid schemes which use explicit
time-stepping algorithm to solve the 3-D, compressible Navier-Stokes equations have also
been reported by Amone and Swanson (1988), Radespiel et. al (1990) and Swanson and
Radespiel (1991). These are mostly central-differencing approximation methods, and the
choice of artificial dissipation was found to be very important for efficient convergence.
Yokota (1989) extended the previous implementation for the Euler equations (Yokota
et. al, 1988) to the Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes equations. The k - _ turbulence
model was used to approximate the Reynolds stresses. Application to the calculation of
the three-dimensional flow through blade passages showed convergence rates similar to
those for the Euler equations. The use of wall-functions meant that the boundary layer
need not be fully resolved so that grids with very high aspect ratios could be avoided,
and hence, the lack of performance degradation. A novel method for solving the com-
pressible, steady, Navier-Stokes equations was presented by Koren (1990). A first-order
accurate upwind method with good smoothing properties was used for the discretization
of the equations. Second-order accuracy was achieved through defect correction. The
whole multigrid scheme exhibited good convergence characteristics in smooth flows, but
somewhat poorer performance in non-smooth flows with shocks.
In the computation of flows in very complex geometries such as around multi-element
airfoils or in complex inlet sections two approaches are popular; unstructured grids or
multiple blocks of structured grids. Multigrid acceleration has also been achieved in
solutions of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations with either approach. Mavripilis
(1988,1990) has demonstrated good multigrid convergence for the solution of the Euler
equations on unstructured triangular meshes. Mavripilis and Iameson (1990) presented a






were presented for the Euler equations by Yadlin and Caughey (1991) and for the Navier-













II: Stability Analysis of Numerical schemes for solving the Euler and
Navier-Stokes Equations
Introduction
Von-Neumann stability analysis methods have been used to investigate convergence
characteristics of the Euler and Navier-Stokes Equations. For the Euler equations, the
Steger and Warming (1981) and Van Leer (1982) (flux-vector split) upwind schemes, and
the Beam and Warming (1978) (ADD central scheme were considered. However, for the
Navier-Stokes equations, only the latter scheme was considered. In each of these cases,
convergence characteristics of l-D, 2-D and 3-D flow were investigated. Computations
were mostly based on uniform flow fields. However, in order to examine the influence of
variable flow fields, a local mode analysis was carried out using flow fields computed with
the Proteus code for the viscous flow around a circular cylinder and the the transonic
diffuser flow of Sajben.
II.1 Steger and Warming Upwind Scheme for Euler Equations
A stability analysis is presented here for the Steger-Warming flux-vector split upwind
scheme for solving the Euler equations. The formulation and the results are similar to
those presented by Anderson et al. (1988) for the van I.,¢¢r flux-vector splitting scheme
(Anderson et al., 1984, Hh'sch, 1988).
II.1.1 Governing Equations
3-D Euler equations in Cartesian coordinates can be written as:
OQ tOE OF cOG











Q = [p, pu, pv, pw, pET] T
E -- [pu, pu 2 + p, puv,puw,(peT -t- p)u] T
F = [pv, puv,pv 2 + p, pvw,(aEr + p)v] r
a = [pw, pwu, pwv, pw 2 + p, (pET + p)w] T
Tune differencing of (1) yields
(2)
or in delta form
Qn+l _ Q. OEn+l OF.+1 OGn+l
At + O---U-+ 0---7-+ Oz - o. (3)
AQ n OE"+ 1 OFn+l OGn+l
A"""_+ 0"-'--7- + 0--'--7-+ Oz - 0 (4)
where n refers to the old time level and n+l to the new time level.
11.1.2 Linearized Equations
E n+l, F n+l and G n+l in the above equations are non-linear functions of the conserved
variables and are, linearized as follows:
OE" At
E'_+I = En + Ot + O(At2)
OE" OQ" ,,t + o(_x?)
= En + OQ Ot
























OF n OG n
OQ ' OQ
are the corresponding fluxes.
Hence, equation (4) becomes
zx---T+ (E" + A_XQ") + (F" + B_XQ")+ (a" + CZQ") =0
that is
I OA" OB n OC n n .OE" OF" OG n)(N+-_-_ +-_u +-5_Z )_O =-(-_-_ +-_-u + o_
or
















and I is the identity matrix.
11.1.3 Flux-Vector Splitting
Based on the Steger and Warming flux-vector splitting, the fluxes A, B, C, E, F, and G









A + = XAD+AXA 1, A- = XADAXA 1
B + =XBD_X_ 1, B- = XBD_X_ 1




D + and D A in the above transformation are diagonal matrices whose elements are the
positive and negative eigenvalues of A, respectively, and the columns of XA are the
eigenvectors of A.

















Equations (14) give approximate values for A +, A-, B +, etc. Exact values for A +, A-,
for examples, are obtained as follows:
bE + OE-
A + = -- ,4- = -- (16)OQ ' OQ
However, the present numerical solution uses the approximate forms, which are less
expensive to compute.
[I.I.4 Approximate Factorization.
The following equation is obtained if equations (13) are substituted in (i I):
[I + At6x(A + + A-) + At6y(B + + B-) + At6z(C + + C-)]AQ" =
- At[6x(E + + E-) + 6y(F + + F-) + bz(G + + G-)]
(17)
Assuming that 6+ and 6-- stand for forward and backward differencing respectively, then,
for proper information _'ansfer, it is customary to write
[I + At(6;A + + 5+A -) + At(5_B + + 5+B -) + At(5-_C + + 6+C-)]AQ =




Equation (18) can be factorized approximately into any of the following expressions:
(i) [I+ At(6;A + + 5+_A-)][I + At(6;B + + 5+B-)]y
[I + _t(,r;c + + qC-)]AQ" = -_tR"
(19)
w
(ii) [I + At(52A + +5_B + + 5_C+)1






(iii) [I+ At(5;A+ + 5+A- + 5;C+)]
It + _t(ff B++ fiB- + 6+C-)]_XQ"= -ZtR"






Following Anderson et al. (1988) the splits in (19), (20), and (21), respectively are called
spatial split, eigenvalue split and combination split. The last two splits fall under the
category of the LU decomposition.
Substituting equations (15) into (22), while holding the fluxes locally constant, we have:
i - + . C-5+Q.R n=a+5;Q n+a-5+_Q "+B+5_Q n+B 6uQ +C+6-_Q n+








Any of the equations (19), (20), and (21) can be written as
NAQ" = -L = _tR" (24)
yon Neumann smbflJvy analysis is used on this system of Linear equations (18) by letting




where I = v/ST, A is the amplification factor, and _, _y, ff_ represent the modes
in the x,y,z direction, respectively.
The Fourier representation of equation (18) is obtained for each of the spli_ as follows:
(i) Spatial split
Using (25), NAQ n of equation (24) can be factorized as follows:
NAQ" = N(Q "+1 - Q")
= ::(._"+_- A")UoeZ_xe:J_,ezk_"

















At (1 e-I4_)+A-(e I0",e ={I + -_-7[A + - - 1)]}
{I+_[B + - + - 1}
{I + At [c+ (1- e -I*')+C-(e I*'-1)]}Az
(28)
Here, we have used first order accuracy for this implicit term. However, the R n expression
is evaluated using second order accuracy as follows:
_-,,, = (Sui± 4u,-_ + ,,___)/2_
(29)
5+ui = (-3ui + 4ui+, - ui+e)/2Ax
Using these in (23) yields
= {gA--_-7[A+(3- 4e-te,, + e-2a_')+A-(-3 + 4e I_'' _R n e2I$:,)]+
I +
-_v[B (3- 4e-IC" + e_2I¢")+B-(-a + 4e;C"-e2;_)]+ (30)
1 +
2-ff7[c (3 - 4_-*_:+ _-_:)+c-(-a + 4d*. - _2_,.)]}Q.
but from (24),










Setting L = LQ '_ therefore implies
£L = {.A.t [A+(3- 4e -Iep_ + e -2I°_) + A-(-3 + 4e I_ - eaI_')]+
zax
At + 4e_ie,_ e_2l_y ) 4ei_,_
2--_y[B (3 - + + B-(-3 + - e21'_)]+
A--L[C+(3 -4e -/¢" + e-21_) + C-(-3 + 4e14_"- e21¢_)]}
2Az
(32)
L is the Fourier symbol of L and since R n iS the same in the three splits, equation (32)
also expresses the Fourier symbol L for the respective L in the eigenvalue split and the
combination split.
Substituting equations (26) and (31) into equation (24) we have
NAQ = -L






(f¢- L),, = :,_,,
i._. Kv = _v if K = _- L
(35)
This is a generalized eigenvalue problem that can be solved using the standard routines







the Fourier symbols N and L , can be written as
L.
I + ;_-Ty[(B + - B-)(1 -cos,by)+ (B + + B-)/sin`bv]







= 2A"_ [( A+ - A-)(3 + cos 2,$x - 4 cos `bx) + (A + + A-)(4 sin `bz - sin 2`bx )I]
At
+2--_y[(B + - B-)(3 + cos2`b v -4cosCv) + (B + + B-)(4sin`by -sin2`by)I]
At
+ 2-_z [(C + - C-)(3 + cos 2¢, - 4 cos`b,) + (C + + C-)(4 sin `b, - _in2¢,)I]
(38)
(ii) Eigenvalue Split







The associated Fourier symbol _V is thus:
_...
[I+ _-_xAtA+(1-e - l*" ) + _ BAt +(1-e -'ro_) + A t C+Az\(1- e -I *z ) ]
Ata (eI6_ - 1) + - + 1)]
(4O)
or using equation (36)
:q = [I + A+(1 - cosez +/sin¢r) + B+(1 -cos¢ v + Isin ¢y)+
By
_zC+(1 - cosez + Isin¢,)][I + _ A-(cos¢, + Isin¢_ - 1)+
_yB-(cos¢ v +/sin& v - 1) + _ C-(cosez + Isin¢,- 1)]
(41)
As remarked earlier, equation (38) also expresses the Fourier symbol L for this split.
(iii) Combination split














,_ = [I + AtA+(1Ax - cosCz + Isin¢_) + _A-(cos¢_,_ +/sin¢_ - 1)+
,_c+(1- co_ , +t_in_,)1CI+ _B+(1- ¢o_ +/sin_,)
+_@B-(cos ¢y + IsinCy- 1)+ _-C-(cos ¢_ + Isin Cz - 1)]
Equation (38) also expresses the Fourier symbol L for this scheme.
11.1.6CFL Condition.




+ _ + _ +a (--_ + (-Z_+ (--_
(45)
Hence, assuming equal grid spacing, (At / Ax) is obtained from
At CFL









11.1.7 2-19 and 1-D Cases
Following a similar analysis as carried out above for 3-D, the corresponding Fourier
symbols _ and L , and the CFL conditions for 2-D and 1-D Euler equations using
Steger and Warming upwind scheme can be writtten as follows:
2- D Case
Only two splits are possible here, the spatial split and the eigenvalue split. For the
spatial split, we have
_¢= I +--_--_z[(A+- A-)(1-cos¢_) + (A+ +A-)Isin¢,]




2A-----_-[(A + - A-)(3 + cos 2¢x - 4cos ¢.) + (A + + A-)(4sin Cx - sin2¢.)I]
At
+ 9---A-_,,[(B + - B-)(3 + cos 2¢y - 4cos Cy) + (B + + B-)(4 sin Cy - sin 2¢y)I]
(48)
w
For the eigenvalue split,
T
w
= [I+ _-_A+(1-cos¢_ +/sine,) + _B+(1-cosCy + Isin¢_)]




and Z is as expressed in equation (48)
The CFL condition for this 2-D case is
At =
• CFL
[ruT- _/ I 1 ],_x +_-_y+a (-S_x) +_(y)
(5O)
or setting Ax = Ay,
At CFL
(lul+ lvl+ av: (51)
w
1-D Case
Only the spatial split is possible here. Thus the Fourier symbols are
= I+ _x[(A +- A-)(1 - cos Cx) + (A + + A-)Isin ¢_] } (52)
L= At
2A-----_.[(A + - A-)(3 + cos2¢_ L 4COS ¢_)+ (A + + A-)(4 sin Cx- sin2¢_)I]
(53)


















A pseudo-code that implements the above analysis is presented in Appendix A. The code
evaluates, for a particular CFL number, the maximum eigenvalue over all the frequencies,
the average eigenvalue, the 12 norm of the eigenvalues, etc.
Two averages are computed, Aavg and Aav_tax. The former is based on all the eigenvalues
while the latter is obtained from only the maximum eigenvalue at each frequency.
In the numerical examples, 16 frequencies were considered in each of the ranges
0 < ez,¢7, Cz -< 2r.
In a standard relaxation scheme, the quantity of interest for stability and convergence is
the maximum eigenvalue over the whole range which determines the limiting condition
for linear stability. However, in multigrid scheme, the role of the relaxation scheme is
not to reduce the total error but to smoothen it out i.e. reduce the high frequency modes.
These in therange










- < (_, _y, _z) < (57)2- --7-
Flow variables assumed include M_ = 0.8, zero yaw and angle of attack and 7 = 1.4.




The expressions for the fluxes E, F and G, from which lacobians A, B and C are obtained,
are shown in Appendix B. The symbolic manipulation software Mathematica was used
to generate the Fortran code for computing these flux-Iacobians and thier splittings. The
respective Mathematica sequence of commands is presented in Appendix C.
H.1.9 Results and Discussions
The average eigenvalue (Aavg), the smoothing factor and the maximum eigenvalue for
each of the splits for the 3-D, 2-D and 1-D cases based on the above analysis of Steger
and Warming are shown in Figs. II. 1.1-II. 1.3. Computations have also been carried out
based on Van Leer flux-vector splitting and the corresponding results are also shown in
Figs. II. 1.4--II. 1.6. The 3-D results of the latter agree very well with that of Anderson
et al. (1988). However, it appears that the spatial split for the Steger and Warming
method does not have good smoothing properties as compared with the Van Leer spatial
split. Based on the linear analysis, there is also a smaller range of CFL numbers over






In each of the two methods of flux-vector splitting, both the 2-D and 1-D cases are
uncoditionally stable. On the other hand, the 3-D case is only stable for certain range
of CFL numbers.
II.2 Beam and Warming Central Scheme for Euler Equations.
The foregoing analyses have been based on Steger-Warming upwind differencing. The
analysis of the solution scheme based on Beam and Warming central differencing is
presented here.
H.2.1 Governing Equations





OQ OE OF OG
0-7 = o.
q = [p,pu, pv, pw, per] r
E = [pu, pu2 + p, puv, puw, (pEr + p)u]r
F = [pv,puv, pv 2 + p, pvw,(pET + p)v] T
G = [pw, pwu, pwv, pw 2 +p,(pET + p)w] T
T'tme differencing of (58) yields






or in delta form
AQ" OE n+l OF "+1 OG n+l
--+--+--+










E n+1, F n+l and G n+l in the above equations are non-linear functions of the conserved





E "+1 = E" + --T_t + O(Zt 2)
oE" OQ"_t + o(At2)
= E" + OO Ot







, : i _ ....
Similarly,
where
F n+i = F n + BAQ '_






are the corresponding fluxes.
Hence, equation (61) becomes
AQ" 0 . 0 0














[I + At(SxA n + 5yB '_+ 5,Cn)]AQ n = -At(5_E n + 5yF" + 5_G n) (68)
w
and I is the identity matrix.
11.2.3 Artificial Dissipation
To damp the high frequency waves that often characterize the central differencing scheme,
dissipation terms are usually added. In this analysis, the following second-order implicit





With similar terms for y and z directions, equation (68) becomes
t
W
[i + At(SxA _ + 5yB n + 5zC n) - etAt(AxSx_ + AySyy + AzSz,)]AQ n
= -At(5_:E n + 5gF n + 5zG n) - eeAt(Ax35zz_z + -_y35yyyy + _,__z35zzzz)Q n
11.2.4 Approximate Factorization
Equation (71) can be factorized into the following expression:
[I + At(SxA n - eIAxSx_)][I + At(SyB n - elAySyy)]
[I + At(SzC" - eIAzS_)]AQ n = R n
(71)
(72)
where the linearized form of R n is as follows:
R" = -At[(ASx + BSy + C5_) + ee(Ax35_ + Ay35yyyy + Az35_)]Q n
here A, B, C are assumed locally constant.
11.2.5 Fourier Symbols












/¢ and L in equation (74) are the Fourier symbols of N and L. Using central
differencing, these can be written as:
.V=[I+_tz(AlsinCx+4etsin2-_)][I+ _A-_(Blsin Cy+
4er sin2--_)][I + _(CI sin ¢_ + 4¢t sin2 -_)]
(76)
A_z -_ CAtL - tlsin¢_ + Isin Cy + --_-_--zIsin ¢_+
(At CxAt ¢SyAt _)16e, _ sin 4 -_- + _ sin 4 2 + _zz sin4
(77)
k
Using the following Fourier signatures:
AxS_ = I sin ¢_
Ax25x_ = -4 sin 2 ¢...L
2




11.2.6 2-D and 1-D Cases
The corresponding Fourier symbols for 2-D and 1-D Euler equations using Beam and
Warming ADI scheme derived in the above manner are written as follows:
2-D C_
w















The CFL conditions used here are similar to those imposed on the Steger and Warming
upwind scheme.
11.2.8 Computational Procedures
A pseudo-code that implements the above analysis is presented in Appendix D. The code
evaluates, for a particular CFL number, the maximum eigenvalue over all the frequencies,
the average eigenvalue, the 12 norm of the eigenvalues, etc.
Two averages are computed, Aavg and Aavgmax. The former is based on all the eigenvalues
while the latter is obtained from the maximum eigenvalue of each frequency. In
these numerical examples, 16 frequencies were considered in each of the ranges 0 <
¢_,¢y,¢_ <_ 2r.
The smoothing factor is calculated from:
30
=w








for the high frequency modes in the range
3r
_- _< (6x, <bu,,;5z) _< T (84)
Flow variables assumed include :V/_ = 0.8, zero yaw and angle of attack and "7 = 1.4.
Also equal grid spacing in all directions was assumed.
The expressions for the fluxes E, F and G, from which Jacobians A, B and C are obtained,
are also given in Appendix B.
11.2.9 Results and Discussions
The results obtained for the stability analysis of the 3-D Euler equations are shown in
Figs. II.2.1-II.2.2. It can be seen from this figure that the Beam and Warming (ADI)
scheme is only conditionally stable for CFL numbers below approximately 15. However,
at lower CFL numbers, addition of dissipation reduces the amplification factor and
considerably lowers the smoothing factor, thus making the scheme suitable for multigrid
implementation. Whereas the lowest amplification factor is obtained at a CFL number
of about 10, the best smoothing factors are obtained at CFL numbers closer to unity.
Therefore for multigrid application the code will have to be run at much lower CFL






Corresponding results for 2-D are shown in Figs. ]I.2.3. In this case, the scheme is
stable for all CFL numbers and also suitable for multigrid implementation at lower CFL
numbers. The 2-D results are quite similar to the 3-D ones But the 1-D results in Fig.
II.2.4 give a different picture as the CFL number is increased, convergence should actually




H.3 3-D Navier-Stokes Equations
The stability of the full Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensions is examined here.
Beam and Warming ADI central difference scheme is employed for the solution algorithm
in line with the approach of the Proteus code.
H.3.1 Governing Equations.
3-D Navier-Stokes equations can be written as
OQ OE OF OG cOE,_ OFv _G,,




Q = [p, pu, pv, pw, per] r
S = [pu, pu: + p, puv, puw,(pET + p)u] T
F = [pv, puv, pv 2 + p, pvw,(pET + p)v] T
G = [p_,p_u,p_,p_: + p,(pEr + p)_]r
Ev = [0, rzz, rzy, rzz, urzz + v'rzy + Wrzz - qz] T
F_ = [0, ryx, ryy, ryz, uryx + vryy + Wryz - %]T
Gv = [0, rz_, r_y, rz., ur_x + Vrzy + wr.z - q_]r









r_ = 2/zu,: + :_(u_ + v u + w_)
ryy = 2/_% + )_(U_ + vy + w_)
r_ = 2/zwz + ,_(u_ + % + w_)
ry_ = I_(v_ + wu) = r_u
r_ = _(w_ + u_) = r_
q_ = -kT_
(87)
The cross-derivatives that arise from these equations are difficult to handle numerically.
For simplicity, therefore, we re-write equation (85), following the approach of Beam and





where we have set
OQ OE OF OG OU_ OU_ OU3 +




E_(Q) = U1(Q, Qx) + U2(Q,Qy)@U3(Q,Qz)
F,(Q) = VI(Q,Q_) + V2(Q,Qy) + Va(Q,Q_)













U_ + U2 + U3 =
V_ +V_ + V3 =
0
2#ux + A(u_ + vy + wz)
_(u_ + v_)
#(u_ + w_)
_v(_ + _) + _(_ + _)+
,_u(ux + vy + wz) + 2#uu_ + kTz
0
_(u_ + v_)
2#vy + )_(u_ + t,y + w_)
_(_ + wy)
_(_ + _) + _(_ + _)+







2/.zw_ + )_(ux + v_ + wz)
#u(w_+ _,_)+ #v(v_+ w_,)+
)_w(u_ + vy + w_) + 2#ww_ + kT_




















_,_(w. + u_) + ,v(v. + wy)+
_fl_W(2W, - vy - us) + kT_
(95)
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tzwY 4- vv + k
#uuy + Ltwwy + 3_ Y
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[ ]flu zW3(Q,Q_) = #v_







In a turbulent flow # will be the effective viscosity which is a sum of the molecular
viscosity and the turbulent eddy viscosity given by a turbulence model, k will be the
corresponding effective thermal diffusivity.
11.3.2 Beam and Warming ADI Scheme
The following generalized time-marching procedure of Beam-Warming (1978) is em-
ployed to advance equation (88)
At OQ nOx AtO(AQ ") + + AQ.-_+AQ"- 1+ 02 Ot 1+02 Ot








O(_Q") (O(AE n) O(AF n) O(AG")) 3(_U_)
-_ =-\-Yix + _ + _ + _ _-
. a(_xu_) a(,_] _) o(Av_)a(AU_) + + + +
Oz Ox Oy Oy
a(_W?) a(._7) a(Aw3")a(Av?) + + +
Oy Oz Oz Oz
Substituting (88) and (105) into (106) yields:
,_XQ" a(_ur)O1., /O(AE ") O(AF n) O(AG '_) + Jr
"-_":'xtt-_ b-"_z + ay + Oz ax
o(_v2") a(Av_') o(AwT)a(zu_') o(Ag_) a(±v?) + + + +
Oz + Oz + - Oy Oy Oy Oz
a(Aw_) a(A_") At (oE" OF" OC"_ at:{'
az + a_ ]+ T-7_[-k a= +_ + a_ ) + -b7 +
aui' av_' or? av2" art awe aw_ aw_







O1 At[ ff__..x(_AEn AU_ + A(J2"+ AU_)+AQn- 1_02 +
_(-_F" + :_v?+ _v_ +_v_) + _(-_a" + _w_ +_xw_+ ,,,,w;)]
At a ( E" U_) + ff----(-F" + V{' + V_ + W)++ t +o-----_[_- +u{' +u_' + u
02 AO,_-l+(-G" + W_ + W_ + W_)] +_"- -1 +02






AE n, AF n and AG n in the above formulations are linearized as follows:
OEn n









AE n ,_ AAQ n (11o)
OE" andAE" = E n+l - E n
where A = -b-0"
Similarly for AF n andAG n we have
OF ,_
AF n ._ BAQ n, B -
oo
OG"
AG '_ _ CAQ n, C = OQ
(111)
A, B and C are as defined in section 11.2.
AU1 n, AV2 n and AW3 n involve no cross derivative terms (that is UI" UI(Q, Qx), V2=












_i_' _ --_-_Q + O(_z
= p"AQ + R"AQ_
= PQ" + (RAQ)_ - R_AQ"
= (P- R_)AQ" + (RAQ)_
= (p - n_ + _n)aQ-
oqU1 OU 1 OR
P= 0"_' R=OQ_ and R_= 0"-_
(113)
(114)
Similar analysis holds for AV2 n and AW3 n. Thus:
and




AW_ = (K- _)&Q" + (YAQ):







x : 0--5" s- SQ ,' :
K= OQ ' _" oo.' _ = o-i
(117)
AU2 n, AU3 n, AV1 n, AV3 n, AWl n and_AW2 n are the cross derivative terms and, in order
to resolve the difficulties that will arise if they are linearized as above, they are evaluated
explicitly. The following arguments ensure that this will lead to no loss of accuracy and
that minimal computational effort is actually involved.
From Taylor series expansion,
OUr At c92U_ _
U_ +1 =U_+ 0t +_(At) +O(At) 3
t, c, 2 -2
u_'-_ = u_ at nt + -NT(nt) + O(_t) 3




U_ +1 - U_ = U_ - U_ -1 -t-O(At) 2





Au_ = Au_-_+ o(At)_
±v1"= ,",_"-_+ 0(_02
_xv_= _v;"-_+ o(at)2
aw_ = ±w_ -_+ O(at)2




Substitutingequations(iI0),(Iii),(I13),(i15),(I16),(120)and (121)in (108) we have
k--
r .
_ 02R"AQ n = At[ (-A + P - R_) '_ + Ox-----T-
02Yn . _n O1 At[ ___(:,_U2n-I + L._U_-I)+(-c + K - Y_)"+ --ST]_xc_ + 1+ 02 oz
+ +° +
At 0 ,_ 01+ o2[_ (-E + u_' + u_' + uj') + u(-F" + _i" + v_' + v:)+
0 n 02 AQn_I+
_(-a + w/' + wf + w_")]+ 1+ o----_
0[(01 12 02)At2 + At3 ]
02S"+ (-B + x - s_)" + -_-:y_+
(122)




0, c9 02 R _
07 + (c- K + Y_) ]}_Q"
01 . . a 0
1 7 02 Z'_t[_xx (Ac?-I + _U;-I) -[- _ (z-_vln-1 -1- _"_V3n-l) ak
_z n--1 At 0q m(AW_-_ + AW_ )] + 0-----:[_(-1+ E_ + U{_+ U; + _,3)+
+ v? + v2 + v?)+ (-a" + w_ + w2 + wf)]+
uy [(') ]0----2--2AQ'_-_ + O 01---02 At _ + At a1 +02 2
(123)
01 is introduced for notation convenience and it is often set equal to zero for first order
accurate schemes.
11.3.4 Approximate Factorization
Approximate factorization of (123) yields
01 0 02 R n
{I+ 1--_2 At[_xx(A- P + n_)" Ox 2 ]}
01 At[O( _n 02S n
{I+_ _y B-X+by) ]}I Oy 2
_z cO2yn0i At[ (C-K+Y,)" ]}{I + 1 + 0---'-'_ Oz 2 = RHS (123)
(124)
Assuming constant flow properties, it can be shown that (-P+Rx) = (-X+Sy) : (-K+Yz)
= 0. Hence, using first order accurate' Euler-implicit scheme ( 01 = 0, 02 = 0, 01 : I)





[I + _Xt(6A- 6_R)][I + _t(6B - 6yS)][I + ",t(,5_C- ,_zY)l_XQ"=
At[5_:(-E + U1 + U2 + U3)" + 5y(-F + V_ + 1,,_ + Va)n+
6(-G + w_ + _ + w3)] + o(5t)"
(t25)
Assuming also that fluxes A, B, C etc., are locally constant, we can express E, Ut, U2,











u_ = 6(R_Q), u3 = _,(R:Q)
1/2= _y(SQ), 1/3= 15z(S2Q)




R :- bQ---_' R1- OQy' R2 - OQz
OV1 OV 2 0V3
s,- OQ,' s = OQ--;' s_= OQ--_
aw3
OW 1 OW2 y = --
71 = "O'_z ' Y_= OQ---_' aQz
(127)
Using these in equation (125) we have:
w
[I + At(6xA- 5_,R)][I + At(SuB- 5yvS)][I + At(5,C- 6_Y)]AQ" =
-At[AS_ - RSzz - R15yx -- R25zz + BSy -- S15xy -- SSyy -- S25zy"}-





To damp the high frequency waves that often characterize the central differencing scheme,
dissipation terms are usually added. In this analysis, the following second-order implicit
and fourth-order explicit artificial viscosities are employed.
(129)
With similar terms for y and z directions, equation (128) becomes
w
[I + At(5.A - 5,_R) - eiAtAxSz.][I + At(SyB - 5yyS) - ¢zAtAySy_]
[I + At(SzC - 5_Y) - etAtAzS_z]AQ n =
- At[AS_ - RS_ - R15yz - R25zz + BSy - S15zy - SSyy - S25zy + CSz
- YsSxz - Y25yz - YSzz + eeAx35_zzz + ¢eAy35yy_v + ¢eAz35_zz_]Q n
(130)
H.3.6 Fourier Symbols
yon Neumann analysis similar to that carried out in section 11.1.5 will also yield
where equation (130) is written as
(131)




_V and L in equation (131) are the Fourier symbols of N and L. Using central
differencing, these can be written as:
1_:= I+ Isin¢_+ Ax 2 sine--_-+4_e/sin 2
[BAtlsinCy+4SAtsineCyAtI+Ay Ay-'-'T _- +4_¢I_0 sin e-_]
I + I sin Cz + Az----T sin e y + 4_zzel sin e
(133)
1-=._
4RAt ¢__ R1AtL = I sin ¢_ + Az--------T sin 2 + AxA"'---_sin Cx sin Cy+
R2At BAt SlAt
AxA-"'---_ sin ¢_ sin ¢.. + _ I sin ¢y + Ax-""_ sin ¢_ sin ¢y
4SAt Cy SeAt CAt
+ -X_-y_sin2-?- + zyLx------7si_¢_si_¢. + --_z tsin¢_+
YeAt . 4YAt ¢.
Y1 At sin ¢_ sin Cz + Cy sin Cz + _ sin 2
Ax-""_ _sm Az 2 -_-
+ 16_e _x sin4 + _ sin4 + _z sin4
(134)
11.3.7 2-D and 1-1) Cases
The corresponding Fourier symbols for 2-D and 1-D Navier-Stokes equations using
Beam and Warming ADI scheme derived in the above manner are written as follows:
2-D Case
4RA...-._tsin2 -_ +4_--_txelsin2 -_]N = [I + _'_Aztlsin ¢_ + Ax 2





[ AAt 4RAt . 2¢ _ At 2_]N= I+-_-x/sinbz +_sm -- -+4-_z_z/sin (137)
L = AAt 4RAt _ At ¢_ (138)'-"_ I sin Cz + _ sin2 + 16--_--_z¢e sin4 Y
11.3.7 Reynolds Number and CFL Condition
The CFL conditions used here are similar to those imposed on the Euler schemes and
the Reynolds number for the 3-D case is defined as follows:





A pseudo-code that implements the above analysis is presented in Appendix E. The code
evaluates, for a particular CFL number, the maximum eigenvalue over all the frequencies,
the average eigenvalue, the 12 norm of the eigenvalues, etc.
Two averages are computed, Aavg and ,\avgmax. The former is based on all the eigenvalues
while the latter is obtained from the maximum eigenvalue of each frequency. In
these numerical examples, 16 frequencies were considered in each of the ranges 0 _<
_x,(Sy,_z <__2r.
The smoothing factor is calculated from:
: max(l l) (14o)
r
for the high frequency modes in the range
r 3r
- < < -- (141)2- - 2
Flow variables assumed include f'v/_ = 0.8, zero yaw and angle of attack and 7 = 1.4.
Also equal grid spacing in all directions was assumed.
The fluxes E, F and G, and hence, the Jacobians A, B and C are the same as
for the Euler equation already given in section II.2. On the other hand, expres-
sions for U1, U2, U3, V1, _, V3, Wl, W2, W3 from which the Jacobians
R, R1, R2, S, $1, $2, }I, I/'1, _ are obtained are shown in Appendix F. The Math-
49
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ematica sequence of commands that are used in generating the Iacobians is presented
in Appendix G.
11.3.9 Results and Discussions
Results for the stability analysis for the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations are shown in Figs.
II.3.1 - II.3.8. The stability was examined at Reynolds numbers of 100 and 1000000, and
at different levels of dissipation. It could be observed from the figures that for a given
level of disspation, the scheme is more stable at lower Reynolds numbers. Generally,
addition of dissipation reduces the amplification factor and the smoothing factor at lower
CFL numbers.
Results for the influence of Reynolds number and dissipation on the stability of the 2-D
Navier-Stokes equations are shown in Figs. 11.3.8 - II3.12. Also for the given level
of dissipation ei = 1.4, ee = 2.8, the effect of Mach number was examined and the
results are presented in Figs. II,3.13 - II.3.16. The scheme is less stable at lower Mach
numbers, but the smoothing factor is little affected. These indicate that convergence
rates in single grid schemes are expected to deteriorate rapidly as the Mach number is
lowered towards incompressible flow regimes, but with multigrid the overall convergence
rates should not be much worse. Corresponding results showing the effect of Reynolds
number and dissipation on the stability of Beam and Warming (ADD scheme for 1-D
Navier-Stokes equations are shown in Figs. II.3.17 - II.3.19. In addition, the results
of the amplification factor over the frequency range 0 < _b_, _b_ < rr for CFL = 2.5
are presented in Figs. 11.3.20 - 11.3.25. Without artificial dissipation high frequeneing
smoothing is quite poor, but with the usual form of constant dissipation terms good high






11.4 Local Mode Analysis
The analysis carried out in previous sub-sections are based on uniform flow fields. This
gives an indication of general stability characteristics of the numerical schemes, but
insufficient information as to the performance in practical problems. In a multigrid
scheme the role of relaxation is not to reduce the error but to smoothen it out, i.e.,
reduce the high frequency modes. This is essentially a local process since the high
frequency modes have short wavelengths and are thus spatially decoupled. The lower
frequency modes will of course be reduced on coarser grids. Hence, following Bran&
(1977) we can carry out a local mode analysis based on frozen coefficients and fluxes
obtained from actual computations to obtain reliable predictions of multigrid performance
in practical flow situations. Such a local mode analysis of two practical problems based
on the actual flow fields are examined here. These problems are the viscous flow over
a circular cylinder and the Sajben transonic diffuser flow. The former was computed in
the Proteus code at a Reynolds number of 20 and CFL number of 10 while the latter was
run at a Reynolds number of about 120000 and CFL number of 5. Constant dissipation
(ei = 2, e, = 1) was assumed in the viscous flow while the non-linear Jameson type
dissipation was used in the Sajben case. Stability and convergence analyses based on
actual flow fields obtained from the Proteus code were performed for each of these cases.
H.4.1 Jameson Non.Linear Dissipation
The implementation of constant dissipation coefficients in the stability analysis was
presented in section II.2.3. However, since the Sajben transonic diffuser test case
was run with the non-linear dissipation formulation, we follow here a similar approach.
The dissipative terms are strictly explicit and are combinations of second- and fourth-
51
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differences. As stated by Caughey (1988), the second-difference terms dissipate spurious
waves in the shock region and fourth-difference terms are employed for steady state
convergence.
In operator form, the dissipation in x-direction is as follows:
"2 2
_x (czAx ¢_xx :4 4= -_.xAx dixzzz)
= -¢_ (4e2 sin2 _L + 16e4, sin4 -_L )
(142)
= =
L Similarly for y-direction,
Dy = Ay_y[1_y(_=.._y_y 4 3e --_yAy _yyy)]
+ (143)
The parameters e2 and e 4 are the coefficients for the second- and fourth-difference
artificial dissipation. Rather than being constants as in the previous analysis, they are
computed as functions of the pressure field as follows.
(_2) i = g2At max(f_+l,j , fx. .t,3' fXi_l,j)
(_4)i = max[O, g4At-- (g2)i]
(g2)j = E2ktmax(o,y,j+ 1 , O'Yt,I , fly )i,j-,





a_ " P,+I,_._...._j- 2Pi4 + Pi--1,_
"J = Pi+!4 -+ 2pi,j Tpi-l,i
aY. = Pi4+_ - 2pi,./+ Pi,j-1
s,3 pi,j+l + 2pi,_ + Pl,j-1
(145)
g,_ and _y, the spectra radii, are assumed locally constant and they are expressed as
follows:
L
= __ + --+_
_x \ Ax + Ay i+l,j Ax Ay i,i
= _ + +_




a is the speed of sound, _2 and _4 are problem-dependent constants and for the Sajben
case _2 = 0.1 and _4 = 0.0004.
11.4.2 Results and Discussions
Contours of the computed amplification factors for the viscous flow past a cylinder are
shown in Fig. II.4.1, and for the smoothing factors in Fig. II.4.2. The convergence
rate for this problem was acceptable in practice, and the predicted amplification factors
are actually similar to the computed residual growth rate presented in Appendix H. The
smoothing factors are lower than the amplification factors so multigrid should improve
the overall rate of convergence.
Contours of the amplification factors and smoothing rates obtained from the local mode
analysis of the Sajben transonic flow ease are presented in Figs. I1.4.3 and II.4.4,






unity, which explains the poor asymptotic convergence. Also multigrid is not expected
to produce better convergence. The reason for this is likely to be the use of strictly
explicit dissipation. Good smoothing factors can be obtained by introducing implicit
dissipation as shown in Figs. II.4.5 and I_I.4.6 which were run with constant implicit and
explicit disspation. From the results shown in Fig. 0.3.2, it would be expected that good
smoothing factors can also be achieved by using lower CFL numbers of about 1 to 2.
Amplification and smoothing factors computed with a CFL number of 1 are presented
in Figs. II.4.7-II.4.10. These show that contrary to expectations the smoothing factors
are worse than those obtained with a CFL number of 5. The explanation for this is
shown in Fig. II.4.11 where the stability analysis results for different grid cell aspect
ratios are presented. As the aspect ratio is increased to 10, the CFL number for optimum
smoothing increases from about 1 to 4. This emphasizes the role of aspect ratio in the
stability analysis. For the Sajben case, the grid cell aspect ratio varies between 4 and 10
(see Fig. 1_II.25). These results underscore the importance of local mode analysis based








III : Convergence Analysis of Proteus Test Problems.
Introduction
Convergence analysis was carried out for the 2-D steady flow problems presented in the
Proteus User's Guide to determine the sensitivity to grid refinement. These are flow past
a circular cylinder, turbulent flow over a flat plate and Sajben transonic diffuser flow. The
first is axi-symmetric and the others are plane flows. Both inviscid and viscous (laminar)
flow over a circular cylinder were computed. The other two test cases were turbulent
flow. The second test case used both an algebraic turbulence model and a two-equation
model but only the algebraic model was used in the third test case.
Basic iterative methods, including time-stepping approaches, have convergence rates
which display a sensitivity to grid size of the form 1 - O(h2), so that very fine grids
usually imply poor convergence. This is the problem that multigrid methods is designed
to cure. In this light we examine here _e convergence properties of the numerical method
implemented in the Proteus code. Computations were performed for the grids used in
the published test cases and for two o_er grids which were either twice as coarse or
twice as fine,, in each direction.
HI.l Convergence Analysis
The growth rate for each of the above cases was calculated based on the convergence
history results obtained from Proteus. In each of the cases, residuals are calculated for
the continuity equation, x-momentum equation y-momentum equation. The growth rate






= ( Residualn_ )Growth rate \ esidualn'
l
n 2 --n I
(147)
where ni and n2 stand for the time Ievels. The computed growth rates are tabulated in
Appendix H for all the cases.






III.2 Result and Discussion






























Baldwin-Lomax 81 x 51 161 x 101 41 x 26
Chien k-e, 81 x 51 161 x i01 41 x 26
CFL=2
Chien k-e, 81 x 51 161 x 101 41 x 26
CFL= I0
_,,,,,
Steady case 81 x 51 161 x I01 41 x 26
The computational grids for testcase i, run I are shown in Figs. m. l-re.3, and the
residualhistoriesate shown in Figs. ITI.4-m.5. The convergence ratesare generally
good, but they detodorate significantlywith gridrefinement. Corresponding grids and
resultsfor the viscous flow are shown in Figs. lII.7-m.12, we see the same trends
with grid refinement.












in Figs. m.13-HI.15 and the convergence histories are given in Figs, ITI.16-N-I.24. The
convergence rates are much slower than those of the inviscid (Euler) or laminar viscous
flow in test case 1. Again, we see the trend towards poorer convergence rates with grid
refinement, however, at long times, the convergence stagnates and the residuals become
stuck at levels which are different for each grid. The likely cause is the idiosyncracy
of the turbulence model and its treatment of wall boundary conditions. The latter may
explain why the coarsest grid computations sometimes got stuck at higher residual levels
than the others.
The computational grids for the Sajben-transonic flow are shown in Figs. m.25-m.27.









A comprehensive review of the application of multigrid methods to compressible fluid
flow computations has been presented. Although the desirable goal of grid-independent
convergence rate was not fully realized in most of the computations, speedup in con-
vergence rate by a factor of between 2 to 10 was typically achieved through the use of
multigrid procedures. Such results have been obtained with numerical methods similar
to those implemented in the Proteus computer code.
Detailed stability analysis of numerical schemes for solving the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations in two- and three-dimensionai compressible fluid flow has been presented. The
results show the conditions for which good residual smoothing required for effective
multigrid convergence can be obtained. Effects of Reynolds number, Mach number,
artificial dissipation, and aspect ratio on convergence and smoothing properties are
illustrated. Local mode analysis with frozen coefficients can provide information about
convergence rates in practical computations.
Actual computations with the Proteus code on grids with different levels of refinement
show that the convergence rate deteriorates as the grid is refined. This is the main
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Fig. II.l.1 : Stability Analysis for 3-D Euler Equations
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Fig. II.1.6 : Stability Analysis for 1-D ELder Equations
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Fi8. II.2.1 : Stability Analysis for 3-D Euler Equations (Central Diff.)
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Fig. II.2.3 : Stability Analysis for 2-D Euler Equations (Central Diff.)
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Fig. II.2.4 : Stability Analysis for 1-D Euler Equations (Cent Diff.)
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F/g. II.3.2 : Stability Analysis for 3-D Navier-Stokes Equations (Cent Diff.)
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Fig. II.3.3 : Stability Analysis for 3-D Navier-Stokes Equations (Cent Diff.)
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Fig. II.3.6 : Stability Analysis for 3-D Navler-Stokes Equations (Cent Diff.)
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Fig. II.3.7 : Stability Analysis for 3-D Navier-Stokes Equations (Cent Diff.)
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Fig. II.3.8 : Stability Analysis for 3-D Navier-Stokes Equations (Cent Diff.)
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Fig. II.3.10 : Stability Analysis for 2-D Navier-Stokes Equations (Cent. Diff.)
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Fig. II.3.12 : Stability Analysis for 2-D Navier-Stokes Equations (CenL Diff.)
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Fig. II.3.13 : Stability Analysis for 2-D Navier-Stokes Equations (Cent. Diff.)
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Fig. II.3.14 : Stability Analysis for 2-D Navier-Stokes Equations (Cent. Diff.)
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Fig. 11.3.15 : Stability Analysis for 2-D Navier-Stokes EquaUons (Cent Diff.)
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Fig. II.3.17 : Stability Analysis for 1-D Navier-Stokes Equations (Cent. Diff.)
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Fig. II.4.11 : Stability Analysis for 2-D Navier-Stokes Equations (Cent• Diff.)
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Pseudo-code for the Steger and Warming Upwind Scheme for Euler Equation
Set up A +, A-, B +, B-, C +, C-
For CFL = O, 50 do
For _z = O, 2re do
For by = O, 2rr do
For _z = O, 2r do
Depending on split type, set up k and L








Compute average of A











Expressions for flux-vectors E, F and G.
Q = [p, pu, pv, pw, pET] 1"
= [ql, q2, q3, q4, q5]T
pU _u
_2)2_+ppu 2 + p p
puv = _ =
p
puw (p_)(p_)










t _ v2 w2)]p = (7 - 1) .Er - _p(_" + +
= (y- i) pET-_ +--+--p




























Mathematicais employed to generate A = _--_, B = _-_, C = _r_ and their respective
splits using the above expressions. For example, the sequence of commands used in














Mathematica Sequence used to generate the Fortran
code for splitting the flux-Jacobians A, B, C





(r q5 -((r- 1)/2)(q2^2/ql+q3^2/q1+q4^2/ql))(q2/ql)
}
























































Pseudo-code for the Beam and Warming Central Scheme for Euler Equations
Set up A, B, C
For CFL = O, 50 do
For C_x = O, 27r do
For dOy= O, 2r do
For Cbz = O, 2r do
Set up k and L








Compute average of A




Pseudo-code for the Beam and Warming
Central Scheme for Navier-Stokes Equations
Set up A, B, C, R, RI, R2, S, $I, $2, Y, YI, Y2
For CFL = O, 50 do
For qAx = O, 2r do
For Cby = O, 2r do
For _z = O, 27r do
Set up k and L








w Compute average of A






Expressions for Ub U2, U3, VI, V2, V3, Wb W2,
W3 in the Analysis of Navier-Stokes Equations
F =
w
Q = [p, pu, pv, pw, pET] T
= [ql, q2, q3, q4, q5]T
(F.1)
-" [ml , m2, m3 ,m4 ,rns] T
q_= [p,, (p%, (p%, (p%, (PE_),]_





= [I1, 12, 13, I4, 15]T





qlq2z -- q2qlr rn2 q2ml
q_ ql q21
qlq3x -- q3qlz m3 q3ml
q_ ql q_































Tz = {P@v[pET -- -_l(pu2 + pv2-k pw 2)]} since
T
lr,_E_-_(,_/_ __(:v/__!:w)_]
1 [(qs) 1 (q2"_ I (q_'_ i(q_'_ ]
l 2 V2pET = ;c_T + -_p(_,+ + _2)
= L[qlq5, --q5qlx __ !(2q21q2q2x - 2q22qlqlz)__c_ q_ 2 q_
1( 2q2q3q3_ - 2q2qlqlz _ -l(2q21q4q4z-2q24qlqlz)]2 q4 / "_ q-_
q_m, 1





















--g# q_ q, ]
0






_q_'l (_--_)'t-_q_'l (_-- _-1nt) 4, q3 /'ha q3n,'.+ "_l_ql [x qI -- "_-I ) T
__ 2n2 q nl 3n3 2nl 4n4 _jf_ q2rll








-_.(_ - .._q_ ]
_(_-_q_ ]
,r qt _ql qt ] -- _[2ql ql ql ]
0
0









._(_ _) _ _:___
-- y_ : -- _#ql _ql ql /
(F.t5)
0
W3(q,l) = 4#(_ _:._3q, : (F.16)
q, \ q, q, ] qa \ q, tl,/ "l-"_/_qt _,qt -- _ / "l"
k l sli 212 It 313 21t 414 2It
Mathematica is employed to generate R= _F_. R1 = _, R2 = _-_, S =









Mathematica Sequence used to generate the Fortran code for R, Rt,
R2, S, St, $2, Y, Yl, Y2 for the Analysis of Navier-Stokes Equations
m= {m 1,m2,m3,m4,m5 }






(mu q4/ql)(m4/ql-q4 ml/ql^2)+(mu q3/ql)(m3/ql-q3 ml/ql^2)+(4 mu q2/
(3 ql))(m2/ql-q2 ml/ql^2)+(kicp)(mS/ql-q5 ml/ql_-q2 m2/ql^2+qT2





























(mu q4/ql)(n4/ql-q4 nl]ql"2)+(mu q2/ql)(n2/ql-q2 nl/q1"2)+(4 mu q3/(3
ql))(rO/ql-q3 nl/ql^2)+(k/ep)(n5/ql-q5 nl/ql"2-q2 n2/ql"2+q2"2









































(mu q3/ql)(13/ql-q3ll/q1^2)+(mu q21ql)(12/ql-q211/qi^2)+(4mu q4/(3
ql))(14/ql-q4ll/q1^2)+(k/cp)(151ql-q5ll/q1"2-q2121q1"2+q2^211
/qi"3 -q3 13/q1^2+q3A2ll/q1^3-q414/qF2+q4^2 ll/ql'3)
}
r =Factor[ Table[ D[ u1[[i]],m[[j]]],{i,5},{j,5}]]
rl=Factor[Table[ D[ u2[[i]],n[[j]]],{i.5},{j,5}]]
r2=Factor[Table[D[ u3[[i]],l[[j]],{i,5},{j,5}]]
s =Factor[ Table[ D[ v2[[i]],hi[j]]],{i,5},{j,5}]]
sl=Factor[ Table[ D[ v1[[i]],m[[j]]],{i,5},{j,5}]]
s2=Factor[ Table[ D[ v3[[i]],l[[j]],{i,5},{j,5}]]
y =Factor[ Table[ D[ w3[[i]],l[_j]],{i,5},{j,5}]]




















































































































































EULER FLOW OVER A CYLINDER
STANDARD GRID 21 X 51









































































































































































EULER FLOW OVER A CYLINDER
TWICE AS COARSE
iter resl2 resavg resmax





























































































































iter resl2 resavg resmax



























































































































































































































































































































































































































__ 400 0.965566 0.965704 0.965696










VISCOUS FLOW OVER A CYLINDER
STANDARD GRID 51 X 51





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VISCOUS FLOW OVER A CYLINDER
TWICE AS FINE
iter resl2 resavg resmax

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FLAT PLATE TURBULENT FLOW (Run 2)
STANDARD GRID 81 X 51


























































Convergence rate for x-momentum equation
4370 1.02551 1.03100 1.01442
4430 1.00667 1.00712 1.00067
4490 1.00219 1.00244 0.999406
4550 1.00058 i_00104 0.998589
4610 0.999826 1.00036 0.998128
4670 0.999411 0.999783 0.998248
4730 0.999147 0.999400 0.998614
4790 0.998971 0.999151 0.998352
4850 0.998839 0.998951 0.997950
4910 0.998738 0.998778 0.998427
4970 0.998650 0 998639 0.998469
5030 0.998578 0 998527 0.998510
5090 0.998506 0 998410 0.998406
5150 0.998446 0 998286 0.999062
5210 0.998411 0 998184 0.998898
5270 0.998399 0 998143 0.998872






















































FLAT PLATE TURBULENT FLOW (Run 2)
TWICE AS COARSE
iter resl2 resavg resmax













































































_- iter resl2 resavg resmax





















































































































































































4480 0.999544 0.999799 0.999303
4530 0.999145 0.999305 0.999529
4580 0.999348 0.999469 0.999644
4630 0.999647 0.999464 0.999303
4680 0.999812 1.00013 0.999327
4730 0.999327 0.999106 0.999657
4780 0.999216 0.999144 0.999567
















FLAT PLATE TURBULENT FLOW (Run 3)
STANDARD GRID 81 X 51
iter resl2 resavg resmax












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































iter resl2 resavg resmax












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































iii00 0.992134 0.988640 0.992440


















































































































































































































































































































































































FLAT PLATE TURBULENT FLOW (Run 3)
TWICE AS FINE
iter resl2 resavg resmax





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































12840 0.999959 0.999005 1.00000
12930 0.999973 0.999022 1.00000
13020 0.999973 0.999035 1.00000
13110 0.999973 0.999061 1.00000
13200 0.999986 0.999072 1.00000
13290 0.999986 0.999094 1.00000
13380 0.999986 0.999124 1.00000
13470 0.999986 0.999146 1.00000
13560 0.999993 0.999173 1.00000
13650 0.999993 0.999203 1.00000

































































































































































































































































































































































SAJBEN TRANSONIC FLOW (Run 3)
STANDARD GRID 81 X 51
iter resl2 resavg resmax























































































































































































8350 0.993651 0.993527 0.998810
8390 1.00369 1.00328 0.997590
8430 0.995785 0.998556 0.999398
8470 1.00346 1.00228 1.00201
8510 0.996599 0.998380 0.995101
8550 1.00066 0.999763 1.00048
8590 1.00597 1.00181 1.01406
8630 0.993968 0.999474 0.983002
8670 1.00479 1.00311 1.00888
8710 0.997452 0.994657 0.997724
8750 0.996044 0.997189 0.997283
8790 0.988574 0.990444 0.991853
8830 1.01341 1.00904 1.01257
8870 1.00024 1.00296 0.997771
8910 0.999492 0.997947 0.994411
8950 0.998075 0.997050 1.01135
8990 1.00702 1.00988 1.00163
Convergence rate for x-momentum equation
6030 0.980510 0.986001 0.981736
6070 0.983497 0.987881 0.985533
6110 0.988484 0.991909 0.986713
6150 0.990513 0.993054 0.980786
6190 0.996786 0.996099 1.00491
6230 1.00460 1.00357 0.995886
6270 0.997216 0.996475 1.00547
6310 1.00551 0.996861 1.03694
6350 1.00276 0.997867 0.992839
6390 0.987441 0.993958 0.978793
6430 1.00952 I_00363 1.00617
6470 0.999057 0.999055 1.00330
6510 0.997018 1.00017 0.990210
6550 0.988754 0.989808 0.996650
6590 1.00708 1.00445 1.00476
6630 1.00460 1.00153 1.00585
6670 1.00633 0.999051 1.01498
6710 0.983586 0.994787 0.970823
6750 0.996540 0.996780 1.00189
6790 1.00769 1.00163 1.00630
6830 0.996525 0.996998 0.994782
6870 0.999992 1.00213 0.998241
6910 1.00344 1.00236 0.996804
6950 0.994506 0.996123 0.998797
6990 1.00153 1.00124 0.998053
7030 1.00504 1.00531 1.00662
7070 1.00120 0.997008 1.00528
7110 1.00845 1.00501 1.01620
7150 0.996781 0.997976 1.00075
7190 0.995242 0.997235 0.995667
7230 0.997500 1.00022 0.983668
7270 0.999631 0.999194 1.00485
7310 1.00209 1.00081 1.00231
7350 1.00533 1.00068 1.01035
7390 0.990607 0.995739 0.981506
7430 1.00457 1.00046 1.01863
7470 0.996763 1.00140 0.979126
7510 1.00544 1.00539 1.00928
7550 0.991487 0.993097 0.990086
7590 1.00420 1.00331 1.00646
7630 1.00383 1.00145 1.01003
7670 0.997657 1.00031 0.984584
7710 0.996167 0.993655 0.999941
7750 1.01076 1.00909 1.01432
7790 0.987227 0.989973 0.989908




7870 1.00231 0.998760 1.01234
7910 1.00129 1.00116 0.998643
7950 0.997844 0.998868 0.998938
7990 1.00028 1.00156 0.997672
8030 0.995533 0.996853 0.994099
8070 1.00413 1.00360 1.00256
8110 0.993654 0.992750 1.00265
8150 1.00705 1.00472 1.00114
8190 0.992284 0.995023 0.996953
8230 1.00891 1.00874 0.999257
8270 1.01176 1'.00134 1.03486
8310 0.987412 0.996975 0.968984
8350 0.992374 0.994045 0.997439
8390 1.00921 1.00630 1.00552
8430 0.993333 0.994775 0.996116
8470 1.00154 1.00256 0.996654
8510 1.00239 1.00056 1.00947
8550 0.996850 0.996914 0.996493
8590 1.00729 1.00463 1.00984
8630 0.991121 0.996407 0.985079
8670 1.00429 1.00232 1.00263
8710 1.00555 1.00079 1.00811
8750 0.991151 0.995707 0.984591
8790 0.996291 0.992527 1.00620
8830 1.00946 1.00878 1.00591
8870 0.998626 1.00159 0.991748
8910 0.993366 0.993901 1.00589
8950 1.00636 1.00125 1.00428
8990 0.999665 1.00567 0.992499
Convergence rate for y-momentum equation
6030 0.981997 0.983112 0.990836
6070 0.981113 0.983837 0.977448
6110 0.979207 0.981370 0.979795
6150 0.980103 0.984310 0.989316
6190 0.994589 0.991689 1.00093
6230 1.00909 1.00383 1.00734
6270 1.00275 0.998961 1.00378
6310 0.994257 0.997799 0.986503
6350 1.01125 1.00659 1.01571
6390 0.989402 0.993478 0.991326
6430 1.00701 1.00530 1.00182
6470 1.00573 0.999716 1.02148
6510 0.988923 0.998833 0.972546
6550 0.998748 0.990928 1.02139
6590 0.998183 1.00481 0.978497
6630 1.00989 1.00499 1.02600
6670 1.00596 1.00169 0.997068
6710 0.984589 0.992028 0.975270
6750 0.990615 0.994667 1.00040
6790 1.00689 1.00358 1.00145
6830 1.00084 0.997388 1.00936
6870 1.00060 1.00086 1.00297
6910 1.00241 1.00584 0.983145
6950 0.996014 0.996378 1.00762
6990 1.00020 0.999330 0.995573
7030 1.00527 1.00369 1.00744
7070 1.00479 1.00189 1.01245
7110 1.00487 1.00347 1.00560
7150 0.993756 0.996972 0.985155
7190 0.999711 0.996084 1.00962
7230 0.994623 0.999624 0.986413
7270 1.00480 1.00369 1.00225
7310 0.994020 0.994932 1.00015










































































































































































SAJBEN TRANSONIC FLOW (Run 3)
TWICE AS COARSE





































































































































8350 1.00637 1.00540 1.00236
8390 1.00615 1.00450 1.01404
8430 1.00317 1.00269 0.995701
8470 0.996431 0.998552 1.00271
8510 0.998162 0.998294 0.996507
8550 0.993933 0.995867 0.981537
8590 0.994471 0.995250 0.995265
8630 1.01503 1.01112 1.02893
8670 0.998956 0.998543 0.996766
8710 0.991202 0.987007 0.997634
8750 0.991950 0.999719 0.985152
8790 1.01755 1.01405 1.01476
8830 0.988122 0.992627 0.993429
8870 0.996188 0.990827 0.991834
8910 1.01112 1.00260 1.02730 ......
8950 1.01738 1.02728 1.00032
8990 0.987700 0.985325 0.993512
Convergence rate for x-momentum equation
6030 0.983979 0.984598 0.996997
6070 1.00058 0.996694 1.01493
6110 0.995552 0.994613 1.00007
6150 0.993455 0.988097 0.997392
6190 0.996104 0.999310 0.985324
6230 1.00063 0.998651 1.00264
6270 1.01302 1.01171 1.01973
6310 0.990170 0.994604 0.977076
6350 0.984582 0.982370 1.00060
6390 1.00668 1.00523 0.995230
6430 1.00836 1.00266 1.01189
6470 1.00131 1.00133 0.999736
6510 0.995026 0.995734 1,00065
6550 1.00432 1.00626 0.992215
6590 1.00177 1.00248 1.01196
6630 1.00048 0.999103 0.997622
6670 0.999647 0.995823 1.00067
6710 0.995490 0.997854 0.987081
6750 1.00217 1.00240 1.01258
6790 1.00381 1.00251 1.00448
6830 0.990069 0.989680 0.991997
6870 0.995650 0.995342 0.996199
6910 1.00560 1.00476 1.00476
6950 1.00051 1.00488 0.996082
6990 1.00886 1.00847 1.01663
7030 0.997291 1.00157 0.990926
7070 0.992555 0.993372 0.986370
7110 1.00360 0.997619 1.00853
7150 1.00297 0.999093 1.00297
7190 0.999699 1.00234 1.00048
7230 0.998050 0.999144 0.996576
7270 0.994551 0.995881 0.997335
7310 1.00026 0.998687 0.992858
7350 0.991431 0.997717 0.995134
7390 1.01393 1.00601 1.02825
7430 0.991503 0.996886 0.973700
7470 1.00492 1.00022 1.02341
7510 1.00113 0.994524 0.993721
7550 1.00665 1.01257 1.00001
7590 0.995349 0.997351 1.00539
7630 0.988971 0.987929 0.984843
7670 1.02570 1.01578 1.03192
7710 1.01079 0.999960 1.01620
7750 0.967672 0.985288 0.951779
7790 1.00390 0.999111 1.01717
7830 1.01174 1.02050 1.00069
7870 0.998081 0.993246 1.00399
7910 0.989932 0.994114 0.982724
7950 1.00490 1.00597 1.00325
7990 0.995617 0.997491 0.991850
8030 1.00312 0.998788 1.01051
8070 0.999232 0.999915 0.998389
8110 1.00497 1.00501 1.00432
8150 0.995313 0.996818 0.992738
8190 1.00677 1.00612 1.01064
8230 0.997956 0.996052 1.00045
8270 0.992692 0.996035 0.994922
8310 0.994955 0.994954 0.985672
8350 1.00415 1.00255 1.01076
8390 1.00848 1.00673 1.00531
8430 0.992895 0.996273 0.996491
8470 1.01540 1.00330 1.02283
8510 0.987570 0.998345 0.976217
8550 0.997319 0.998612 0.996207
8590 1.00248 0.997907 1.01073
8630 1.00257 1.00551 0.989521
8670 0.996974 0.994289 1.01200
8710 0.997987 0.993822 0.992691
8750 0.999882 1.00139 1.00544
8790 1.00105 1.00639 0.997494
8830 0.996947 0.995741 1.00146
8870 0.997983 0.994198 0.992861
8910 1.00820 1.00846 1.01293
8950 1.00699 1.01523 0.995883
8990 0.995970 0.990210 1.00328
Convergencerate for yLmomentumequation
w
6030 0.960685 0.965498 0.974013
6070 1.01031 0.998549 1.02137
6110 1.00267 1.00020 1.01550
6150 0.995047 0.988029 0.996988
6190 0.988260 0.996296 0.974302
6230 1.00679 1.00534 1.01269
6270 1.00860 1.01326 0.997969
6310 0.992222 0.992091 1.00110
6350 0.980929 0.979708 0.981117
6390 1.01172 1.00963 1.00727
6430 1.00810 1.00885 1.00703
6470 1.00286 1.00008 1.00514
6510 0.993198 0.994814 0.996843
6550 1.00670 1.00766 1.00828
6590 0.999847 1.00018 0.995630
6630 1.00164 1.00194 1.00196
6670 0.999613 0.993762 0.995755
6710 0.986546 0.992742 0.982435
6750 1.01623 1.01242 1.02450
6790 0.995707 0.995530 0.994676
6830 0.998416 0.994274 1.00024
6870 0.993754 0.994795 0.995340
6910 0.998057 0.998982 0.999611
6950 1.00719 1.00751 1.00934
6990 1.00257 1.00928 0.999701
7030 1.00053 1.00189 0.989381
7070 0.992395 0.991072 0.996112
7110 1.00934 1.00237 1.01331
7150 0.984780 0.989059 0.989263
7190 1.00885 1.00908 0.996251
7230 0.995335 0.997193 0.999004
7270 1.00826 0.999672 1.01866
7310 0.997333 0.997273 0.995445









































































































































































SAJBEN TRANSONIC FLOW (Run 3)
TWICE AS FINE

























































































































































































































































8350 1.00303 0.997739 1.00894
8390 1.00104 1.00164 0.998565
8430 0.997280 1.00196 1.00480
8470 0.996215 0.997259 0.988904
8510 1.00733 1.00504 1.01069
8550 0.999767 0.994410 0.997051
8590 0.998678 1.00367 0.995965
8630 0.999689 0.998915 0.999155
8670 1.00036 0.998021 1.00417
8710 1.00402 1.00441 1.00641
8750 0.998961 0.999694 0.993266
8790 1.00288 1.00140 1.01204
8830 1.00044 1.00328 0.992496
8870 0.998200 0.996725 0.999855
8910 0.996930 0.999350 0.994738
8950 1.00066 1.00208 1.00120

















































































































































7870 1.00427 1.00227 1.00540
7910 0.993795 0.997800 0.991638
7950 1.00773 1.00662 1.00803
7990 0.997739 0.997264 1.00266
8030 0.993244 0.997156 0.992484
8070 1.00888 1.00532 1.00115
8110 0.986864 0.992432 0.993049
8150 0.996382 0.999224 0.988039 .........
8190 1.02408 1.01318 1.03301
8230 0.979007 0.988269 0.978261
8270 1.00095 0.993080 1.01467
8310 0.991061 0.995668 0.986317
8350 1.00259 1.00064 0.997411
8390 1.00627 1.00405 1.00728
8430 0.999219 1.00013 1.00164
8470 0.995890 0.997101 0.987844
8510 1.00561 1.00547 1.00563
8550 0.998651 0.996977 0.997744
8590 0.999570 • 0.999553 0.998992
8630 1.00156 1.00092 1.00782
8670 0.998703 0.999306 0.994219
8710 1.00099 1.00174 1.00664
8750 1.00385 1.00293 1.00210
8790 0.995162 0.996361 0.990226
8830 1.00036 1.00419 0.998776
8870 1.00427 0.998373 1.00936
8910 0.996481 1.00041 1.00014
8950 1.00273 1.00193 1.00757
8990 0.994597 0.996255 0.981169












































































































7390 1.00431 1.00486 099_153
7430 1.00495 1.00494 1.01486
7470 0.999911 0.996774 1.00039
7510 0.997028 1.00023 0.985291
755o 0.998719 0.995541 100052
7590 i00771 1.00837 1.01732
7630 0.995604 0997038 0.9893o7
7670 0997536 0.996999 0.996034
7710 1.00510 1.00355 1.02171
7750 0.996618 100349 0.976667
7790 0.998388 0.995916 0.998754
7830 100430 1.00146 1.01234
7870 1 00215 1 00159 1 00260
7910 0 999227 1 oo038 1 00505_i_
7950 0999407 1.00085 0990957
7990 0.994885 0.996996 0.993157
8o30 1.00498 1.00247 1.00392
8070 1.00812 1.00438 101522
8110 0.986443 0.994122 0.981095
8150 0.998668 0.997712 0.987531
8190 1.01248 1.00955 1.02158
8230 0.988698 0.991261 0.993363
8270 0.997360 0.994962 1.00014
8310 0.998242 0.996017 1.00190
8350 1.00033 1.00098 0.988300
8390 1.00771 1.00663 1.01800
8430 0.995071 0.997202 0.987369
8470 1.00116 0.999874 1.00285
8510 1.00151 1.00265 1.00525
8550 1.00093 0.997351 1.00396
8590 0.993123 0.996534 0.999484
8630 1.00774 1.00488 1.00203
8670 O. 998623 i. 00028 0. 991959
8710 0.995628 0.998243 0.994745
8750 1.00840 1.00569 1.00911
8790 0.994581 0.996410 0.991826
8830 0.999680 1.00228 1.00007
8870 1.00237 0.998177 1.00451
8910 0.998714 1.00052 0.996824
8950 1.00333 1.00309 1.01637
8990 0.992334 0.993935 0.976076
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=
